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Google stops chasing hardware windmills and sells Motorola 

 Google offloads its handset arm for $2.91bn, selling to Lenovo of China 

 The only sensible decision for Motorola‟s handsets, though two years too late 

 Lenovo gains the brand it needs, Google can return to being a web company 

Sometimes, big companies really do take the choices that have been staring them in the face all 

along. Google is to sell on its Motorola Mobility business to Lenovo, while retaining most of the 

patents which were the original attraction. The deal, if approved, will make Lenovo into the 

world‟s third largest smartphone maker, significantly disrupting the handset balance of power. 

 

The move comes two years too late and at a measly price - $2.91bn, when the firm paid 

$12.5bn. But at least the search giant has taken the decision before its handset unit‟s losses got 

worse and the conflicts of interest with larger Android OEMs intensified. 

 

When Google announced its acquisition in 2011, Rethink – and many others – urged the com-

pany to sell on the hardware business quickly, retaining the patents arsenal which it badly 

needed at the time to build Android‟s defences against the lawsuits of Apple and Microsoft. The 

risks of keeping the handset maker were too high – possible splits in the Android ecosystem 

with giants like Samsung crying favouritism; Google‟s lack of experience with gadgets; the im-

pact of a lossmaking entity on its software-driven financial model; the list goes on ... 

 

Indeed, Google had reportedly angled for a deal which only included the IPR, but Motorola Mo-

bility‟s then-CEO Sanjay Jha was having none of it and cleverly manoeuvered the predator into 

paying a high price for a dwindling business. Jha saw clearly what Google perhaps didn‟t – that 

despite the power of the oldest brand in cellular, Motorola‟s day as a top five handset maker was 

over, and the way ahead was all about mounting losses, falling market value and damage limita-

tion. 

 

The obvious home for a company fitting that profile was a handset maker that had a modern cost 

base and product line in place, but needed brand and credibility in the premium smartphone 

markets. Most of the emerging Chinese powerhouses would have fit the bill, but Lenovo is the 

one which has gained these advantages – and probably for far less money than it would have 

paid when it was competing with Google, back in 2011, to buy Motorola. 

 

Google‟s failed handset adventure: 

 

Google might have got more money for the rump of Motorola had it sold more quickly, al-

though that would largely have depended on whether there was a bidding war. It is easy – and 

less sad – to forget how much Motorola‟s star had fallen since its most recent glory days around 

the RAZR launch. Like Nokia, it misjudged the smartphone market, and its fall was more pre-

cipitous than the Finnish firm‟s because it had already made other mistakes, weakening its sup-

ply chain and over-investing in ultra-low cost models. So perhaps Lenovo is paying the right 
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